In this paper we consider a system of many adatoms adsorbed on a metallic surface. The surface electronic states, the binding energy and the change in work function due to charge transfer are calculated on the basis of CPA as functions of coverage. The partial density of states at different atomic sites are numerically computed for different values of coverage, intraatomic Coulomb repulsion parameter and atomic level of the ada tom. § 1. Introduction
The chemisorption of light atoms on a metallic surface is one of the fundamental problems of surface physics in connection with the not yet well understood catalytic reaction on the surface.
In the electron theory of metals, the independent electron approximation seems to be well founded on the basis of the many body theory of electron screening and the Coulomb interaction among electrons is treated as if it does not exist. In contrast to this, the intra-atomic Coulomb repulsion U in the chemisorbed atoms plays a crucial role in the chemisorption problem. Indeed as shown by Einstein et al./) if the Coulomb repulsion in the hydrogen atom adsorbed on a metal surface were discarded, two electrons are accommodated at the atomic level eH making the adsorbed atom (adatom) negatively charged, in contradiction to the observed fact that the adatoms are usually electrically neutral. This suggests that the interelectron interaction on the ada tom may not be neglected. This situation is somehow similar to the case of dilute magnetic impurity in metals, for which the Anderson model has been successfully applied. The description of the chemisorption problem in terms of such simplified model as that of Newns has opened a way to clarify the essential features of the involved problem at least qualitatively and since then several attempts to go beyond the Hartree-Fock approximation were made in order to take into account the electron correlation in the host metal. 6 ) Most of these attempts from the viewpoints of electron theory are concerned with single ada tom problem and only a few works have been done for the case of many adatoms where an effective interaction between two ada toms is derived from the two adatom problem so that the effect of finite coverage may be discussed on the basis of the derived effective pair interaction between adatoms.7) Electronic theories which directly deal with the case of finite coverage are developed by Tsukada,S) Okiji-Kasai,9) Moran-Lopez and ten Bosch. lO) In this paper, we adopt the Newns-Anderson model for the system of many adatoms and consider the effect of electron density fluctuation which has been neglected in the Moren-Lopez and ten Bosche paper. In the following we assume that many adatoms occupy the surface sites of a metal in a completely random way, and electrons in the host metal feel the energy dependent random potential due to the presence of many ada toms. Then we apply the techniques of CPA to examine the coverage dependence of the electronic properties of metal covered with randomly adsorbed atoms.
In § 2 the model is explained and the formula for the binding energy of adatom and other relevant quantities are derived. In § 3 numerical calculation is performed based on the formulation given in § 2 and the results thus obtained are shown with figures. The final section will be devoted to the conclusion and discussion. § 2. Formulation
Model Hamiltonian and approximation
We consider a plane metal surface composed of N atomic sites covered by m adatoms (say hydrogen atoms) with coverage x( = miN). We can classify the surface sites according as an adatom sits on a site (B-site) or not (A-site). We shall call the adatom positions C-site (see Fig. 1 ). We describe the electronic surface states by the following Hamiltonian: where Cts(CiS) is the creation (destruction) operator for an electron with spin s at i-th site, t1 the transfer integral between C-site(k) and the neighbouring B-site (Ii), to the transfer integral in the host metal, U the intra-atomic Coulomb repulsion on an adatom, CH the atomic energy level at C-site and nis=cisciS. 2!~C) and 2!~A+B) mean respectively to take sum over C-sites and over all surface sites (A + B). The zero of energy is taken at the atomic energy level of host metal.
In the following, we try to eliminate the degree of freedom of the adatoms by renormalizing the B-site energy and treating a two dimensional electron system in random potential within the CPA. Thus our problem reduces essentially to that of a binary alloy where random potential is however dependent on energy z =E+ i. For doing this reduction, we adopt the so-called 'Habburd I approximation' in dealing with the intra-atomic Coulomb potential U. Let F be the configuration averaged site diagonal Green function:
We define the self-energy (coherent potential) 1: which is determined later in a self-consistent way. Let the renormalized effective potential be V(z) at a B-site and 0 at an A-site. Then the well-known procedure of CPA gives us the basic self-consistent equation for 1: which requires that any electron scattering in the assumed medium does not take place on the average:
It is easy to transcribe Eq. (2·3) into a form
where FA(FB ) may be interpreted as the averaged site diagonal Green function at A(B) site. It is known that when the self-energy 1: is a function only of z, as the case given in (2·3), F(z) can be expressed in terms of the site diagonal Green function of the unperturbed system Fo(z) as
Fo(z-1:)=F(z).
(2·5)
In order to make Eq. (2·3) or (2·4) self-contained, we must give the expression for V(z). The renormalized effective potential at B-site V(z) is different from the site energy at A-site because of the presence of the adatom sitting on the top of the B-site, and since this difference is caused mainly by electron transfer between B-and C-site, we may assume (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) where Foe(z) is the site diagonal Green function for the electron isolated on the adatom. Taking account of the intra-atomic Coulomb repulsion U when the Csite is doubly occupied by electrons, we can take
Here P is the probability that the C-site is already occupied by an electron. Thus we obtain a set of equations (2·3)~(2·7) which are sufficient to determine F(z) self-consistently, provided that CH, tl, Fo(z) and P are given. It is natural to assume that P is given by the value of the true site diagonal Green function at Csite, which is to differ from Foe(z) due to the possibility of running away of electron through the neighbouring B-site. This consideration immediately suggests the following equation for the true site diagonal Green function Fe at C-site:
By the way, from (2·4) the probability of finding an electron at an A-site or a Bsite is respectively given by
Further analysis of the problem can be largely simplified by adopting a simple form for Fo(z). For the purpose of qualitative argument, we use the nonmagnetic half-filled s band for host metal. Furthermore, as suggested from the density of electronic surface states for the s band of simple cubic lattice calculated by Kalkstein and Soven,l1) we can take an elliptic shape density of states. In this case Fo(z) takes a particularly simple form such that z is explicitly solved as a functi~n of Fo in the form: which reduces the labour of manipulation in great deal.
Binding energy
The binding energy of the adatoms is defined by the difference of energies between the systems perturbed and unperturbed by the adatoms. Since we are interested in the many adatom system, particularly in the binding energy nonlinear in the coverage x, it is convenient to define the energy Em of the system with m adsorbed adatoms. Within the approximation adopted in § 2.1, Em may be given by (2 ·13) In this formula, the first term represents the electronic energy of adsorbed metal, the second term that of the adsorbed atoms, and the last term a correction term to avoid the double counting of the Coulomb interaction energy. We have indicated explicitly the m-dependence of F(z). In terms of the present notations, the usual binding energy is defined by
Now Em/N=-s(x) is a functional of F(z; m) and Fe(z; m) which can be calculated by using CPA as described in § 2.1. Thus the remaining problem is to evaluate the correlation term < n t n" > which may be derived from the expectation value of the probability that an electron with down spin is found in a C-site when another electron with up spin already occupies the C-site. If we regard Fe derived in § 2.1 as the CPA Green's function at a C-site expressed in term of a newly introduced coherent potential1:'(m), Fe(z; m) can be decomposed into two parts as 
Since we are adopting a half-filled non· magnetic band in the present paper, it holds that <ncs>=<nc-s>, and <ncs> along with CF should be determined selfconsistently from the following equation:
In what follows all the quantities with the dimension of energy are reduced to the When the electron transfer between adatom and host atoms tl is small, Pc reveals two peaks concentrated at CH and CH+ U, and with increasing t 1 , these levels are broadened and the total band width also becomes wide. Further increase in tl produces bonding and antibonding bands, two of which merge into a central single band. For small tl, weak peaks in PA and weak dips in PB appear at the two peak positions of pc. When tl is increased, PA band exhibits the tendency to gather itself into central part of bands whereas PB and pc bands tend to shift to band edge sides gradually. Therefore the band edges may be regarded as composed mainly of C and B atoms which form "C-B molecule". Above a certain value of tl, the bands are splitted. band edge, and it is interesting to observe that in this case band splitting starts for small value of x and the states included in the splitted bands are dominantly contributed from C atoms as expected and in addition B atoms rather than A atoms. When x is increased, the density of PA becomes concentrated between eH and eH+ U. from single adatom problem. Figure 6 shows the average electron number < nc> per adatom as functions of.x for various values of t 1 • The used parameters are the same as in Fig. 5 . Since we are considering the case where the atomic level of adatom is lower than that of the host atom, electron tends to move from host atom to ada tom although the intra atomic Coulomb repulsion opposes to this movement. However it is seen that with increasing .x the tendency of charge transfer becomes smaller. The charge transfer becomes larger for larger negative values of CH. When t1 is smaller than a certain value, <nc> is increasing with increasing t1, but for sufficiently large t1 it turns out that the variation of <nc> with t1 is very weak and for the case of CH = -0.3, < nc> at t1 = 1.0 is smaller than that at t1 =0.7. This may be interpreted from the figures of DOS in the following manner: When an adatom makes "molecular binding" with the nearest B-atom, the electron occupying the C-site will not stay longer on it and be transferred to the B-site, reducing the probability of remaining on the C-site. The threshold value of t1 for which this "B-C molecular binding" takes place depends on CH, and the smaller CH is, the smaller ([1 )threShOld becomes. 
S )
We can, therefore, regard the Fig. 7 as representing the x . dependence of the work function for various tl values. With increasing x, the work function is also increased, but its variation becomes gradual for larger x. For the case eH=0.3, the curve for tl=1.0 is below the curve for tl=0.7, reflecting a similar behaviour in £lN c shown in the previous figure.
Finally the variation of eF with x is depicted in Fig. 8 for various tl values. Because the charge neutrality is kept within the first layer in the present paper, the change in e F with x is rather significant. Large charge transfer induces large change in eF, but its behaviour depends on the shape of the density of states near eF. § 4. Discussion and conclusion
We have set up a Newns-Anderson type model for the many adatom chemisorption problem, and applied the CPA to discuss the coverage dependence of various physical quantities such as the density of states, binding energy and work function. It is derived that the binding energy per adatom is increased, but its increament is rather small, with very weak dependence on coverage. When the electron transfer integral tl between adatom and host atom is increased, change in the charge transfer as well as in the work function of host metal is induced. This tendency is, however, weakened for larger coverage and adatoms tend to form more molecular binding with surface atoms. This may be due to the fact that with increasing coverage x, electron transfer between adatoms through host atoms becomes more frequent so that effective ratio tdto becomes weak.
All these results are qualitatively similar to those obtained by Tsukada on the same model but by a slightly different approximation.
S )
The main difference in the adopted approximation between Tsukada's paper and ours lies in the treatment of the intra-atomic Coulomb potential: We have used "Hubbard I approximation" in this context whereas Tsukada's calculation was based on the Hartree-Fock approximation.
In order to see the nature of our approximation in comparison with Tsukada's theory, we shall carefully look at two limiting cases of dilute and dense coverages. Let 7J be a small parameter which takes either x or 1 -x , and expand J: and F 
It is easy to check that F~O) for small U agrees with the results obtained by Tsukada and Newns. For large U this function reveals two peaks at Z=CH and CH+ U. With further increase of tl the number of peaks becomes finally four. When coverage is increased, the term F~l), which is not proportional to the effect of a single adatom begins to playa dominant role. This new contribution reflects the fact that the electron transfer between adatoms through host metal gives rise to some changes in the host metal. N ext we consider the case with x = 1. Noting that in this case 1:0 = V we obtain By analyzing the functions derived in (4·2) and (4· 7), we find that for small U there are two bands --bonding and anti bonding bands --caused by the transfer tl , while when U is sufficiently large so that the separation between CH and CH+ U exceeds the band spread due to tl, total bands are split into three. It is noted that the Hartree-Fock treatment of U gives at most two split bands as demonstrated in Tsukada's paper.
When we apply the CPA in the present theory, we consider only the system of adatoms and host atoms in the first layer of surface, regarding them a random alloy of two dimensions. An excuse for such crude treatment is that the electrons on adatoms can be transferred to the bulk atoms only through the surface atoms. The effect of bulk atoms on the many adatom chemisorption. problem has been discussed in a paper by Ishida, Inoue and one of the present authors (Matsubara).12)
